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Buddhist novicces play with toy guns during the rocket festival in Nantar, Shan
state. — AFP photos

Pa’O ethnic people prepare homemade rockets for launching during a festival in
Nantar, Shan state.

Pa’O ethnic people prepare a homemade rocket for launching.

Pa’O ethnic people carry homemade rockets.

Pa’O ethnic people
watch the launching of
a homemade rocket.

Romania’s witches
harness the powers
of the web
“Repeat after me! To be together with who I

want,” a family of Romanian witches chant via
a video call to a client in India paying for a

love spell. The session, in a decorated shed in a back
yard 15 km (9 miles) north of Bucharest, is one of many
consultations the family holds online, alternating them
with rituals livestreamed on Facebook to build up their
digital following. “A truly powerful witch can solve prob-
lems from a distance,” explains 20-year-old witch
Cassandra Buzea. “It’s not the phone or Facebook that
are doing the magic. It’s the words that we’re saying, the
rituals that we’re doing and it’s enough to look each oth-
er in the eye for the ritual to work.”

The power of the Internet has allowed Romania’s busy
witch community to gradually migrate their ancient prac-
tices onto the Web. Witchcraft has long been seen as a
folk custom in the eatsern European country, and many of

its estimated 4,000 witches are luring customers from
Europe, Asia and the United States. Buzea said it was the
younger generation that had persuaded the old about the
powers of the ‘selfie’, and her mother was quickly on
board. “Nothing’s changed, the craft is the same, but now
it’s much easier for us to be in contact with clients from
other countries,” said Mihaela Minca, who taught her
daughter Buzea the family craft.

Love, health, money
They would not disclose how much they earn but said a

tarot reading starts at 50 euros ($56.11). However, many of
the special rituals, often to do with love, health or money,
last weeks and can run into the hundreds. The witches also
said they had recently turned their attention to politics,
joining anti-corruption protests. Minca said she connected
online with nine witches and wizards from across Europe
to the United States, seeking to put a curse on Romanian
lawmakers seen by witches as corrupt.

Streamed online, the group had performed a mass rit-
ual simultaneously with their overseas associates, against
“those who don’t do their jobs, those who have bad
intentions, will lose their positions and suffer health
problems,” said Minca. She said they plan to harness the
global power of the Internet once more ahead of May’s
European parliament elections. “We will continue this rit-
ual on the 25th of May. We will do a powerful ritual
against the Romanian government, so on the 26th when
the European elections are taking place we will cast our
spell for the good of the country.”

Transparency International ranks Romania as one of the
EU’s most corrupt states and Brussels has kept its judicial
system under special monitoring since it joined the bloc in
2007. Romania’s ruling Social Democrats spearheaded an
overhaul of the country’s criminal codes last year. The
European Commission said the proposed changes were a
reversal of a decade of democratic and market reforms in
the former Communist country. — Reuters

Eddie Redmain

opens new Planet

OMEGA exhibition

in Shanghai

To celebrate the world debut of the new Planet
OMEGA exhibition in Shanghai, the renowned
English actor, Eddie Redmayne, joined guests for

the event’s grand opening. Installed at the Power
Station of Art in Shanghai, Planet OMEGA offers a
unique insight into one of the world’s most iconic watch
brands. Along with many heritage and modern time-
pieces, the showcase explores all of the diverse histo-
ries, passions and partnerships that set OMEGA apart.
Raynald Aeschlimann, President and CEO of OMEGA,
welcomed Eddie Redmayne to the stage and spoke
about his pride in opening the new exhibition. He said,
“I have always described OMEGA as a truly aspira-
tional brand. This exhibition shows you exactly why. It
covers all of the varied areas that OMEGA has influ-
enced, from space exploration to the Olympic Games,
and I think everyone will be able to see the unique
impact our watches have had.”

Eddie Redmayne, who joined OMEGA in 2015, said,
“In just four years with OMEGA, I’ve been so
impressed by the diversity of the brand. Their qualities

of style, reliability and precision have had such a wide-
ranging importance throughout the world. It’s great to
see everything come together in one exhibition. As an
actor, I love stories and OMEGA certainly has many
extraordinary stories to tell.”

OMEGA’s heritage began in 1848 and, since this
time, the brand has grown into a leading name within
watchmaking and beyond. Visitors to the exhibition will
be able to explore seven distinctive topics, including
Olympic Games & Sports, Space, Glamour, Precision,
Ocean, James Bond and Heritage. This is a chance to
really see how OMEGA has captured time - through
time. Open in Shanghai from April 27 to May 12, Planet
OMEGA will continue to tour China in 2019 before
commencing a world tour over the next several years.

Clad in elaborate headdresses representing dragons
and wizards, Myanmar’s ethnic Pa’O fire huge,
homemade rockets into the sky-an annual call for

plentiful rains and a chance for a windfall of cash.  The
Pa’O are one of the largest of the country’s minority
groups, numbering around 1.2 million people and living
mainly in Shan state’s highlands. They are overwhelmingly
Buddhist but many intertwine animism with their faith,
believing they descend from a she-dragon and a wizard
with mystical powers, known as a “weiza”.

Twelve days after Myanmar’s new year celebrations,
as temperatures rise to over 40 degrees, Pa’O communi-
ties travel to Nantar village for the annual rocket com-
petition, which ended yesterday.  “Calling the rain like
this every year means we get bumper rice harvests,” co-
organizer Rike Kham tells AFP at the Pwe Lu Phaing
festival’s 144th edition.

Dragons and wizards 
People dress in their finest, donning dark tunics and

trousers in mourning for the kingdom they lost to the
Bamar (Burmese) nearly 1,000 years ago. But their head-
wear make up for their sombre attire. Many women opt for
a traditional bright orange cloth, symbolizing the dragon.
Others, like Nan Pyone Kha Cho, 21, choose a more mod-
ern approach, sporting turbans of scarlet, gold or silver. A
golden hairpin is the “mother dragon’s fang”, she explains.
Men wear rolled-up cloth of various hues on their heads in
the image of the “weiza” as they parade singing and danc-
ing into the village, holding aloft their homemade rockets.

‘Safety first’ 
In the past, these were crafted entirely from bamboo

and would carry up to 40 kilos of explosives. Now they
are made with bamboo-wrapped metal, holding five differ-
ent grades of gunpowder. For “safety reasons” the maxi-
mum length is three feet (0.9 meters) and the diameter
must not exceed three inches (eight centimeters). A monk
blesses each device, praying for a safe and long flight, then
one-by-one the teams are called to the 10 meter-high
bamboo firing rig. The rocket is laid in position, the trajec-
tory carefully adjusted. The team captain takes a drag
from a cigarette then uses it to light the fuse, before clam-
bering down the bamboo rungs as the rocket lifts off with
a deafening roar. They can land up to seven or eight kilo-
meters away, creating craters 1.5 meters deep in the fields.
A team of “linesmen” note the landing positions so they
can later be collected.

High stakes 
Accidents are rare, says Rike Kham.  Aside from an

unlucky water buffalo hit in 2016, nobody has been hurt
since two people died ten years ago after “badly mixing
the gunpowder”. The whole village celebrates a good
flight-they after all clubbed together to fund the rockets
that cost around $170 each.

Judged by distance, the villages behind the top three
placed rockets each take a share of the pooled entry fees.
With 75 rockets in this year’s competition, the prize money
amounts to some $4,000 — enough to upgrade a road,
build a bridge or connect more homes to the grid.

Girl rocket power 
One group of women is challenging the traditionally

testosterone-driven festivities. They dance into the village
for the second year holding high their own rocket, albeit
full of donation money rather than gunpowder.

But next year they will take part with “real rockets”,
Mhoe Phar Ohon Ye, 67, said smiling, adding that women
from other villages are following their lead. As the sun sets
and the rockets fall silent, the next generation is in training.
Groups of boys set off fireworks to squeals of delight and
fire toy guns into the air in celebration.— AFP

Pa’O ethnic women visit a stall during the rocket festival.

Dragons and wizards fired up at Myanmar rocket festival


